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Effects of Geometry and Shape on the Mechanical
Behaviors of Silicon Nanowires
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Abstract: Molecular dynamics simulations have been performed to investigate
the effects of cross section geometry and shape on the mechanical behaviors of sil-
icon nanowires (Si NWs) under tensile loading. The results show that elasticity of
<100> rectangular Si NWs depends on their cross section aspect ratios while the
elastic limits of <110> and <111> wires show geometry independence. Despite
the significant influence of axial orientation, both yield stress and Young’s Modulus
show the remarkable shape dependence for wires with various regular cross sec-
tions. Additionally, underlying mechanism for the geometry and shape effects on
mechanical behavior are discussed based on the fundamental energy theory. From
energy view, edge energy is the crucial factor that determines shape dependence of
the elastic limits.
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1 Introduction

Silicon nanowires (Si NWs) have been considered as fundamental building blocks
in the future nano-electro-mechanical systems (NEMS) [Cui et al. (2003)] and
have been extensively investigated due to their unique mechanical, electric, opto-
electronic and thermal properties [Shir et al. (2006); Jin et al. (2007); Donadio and
Galli (2010); Sivakov et al. (2010); Sohn et al. (2010)]. These interesting physical
properties in Si NWs proved to result from their high surface-to-volume ratios that
are quite different from those of bulk silicon. Since surface atoms with uncoordi-
nated lattice structures behave distinctively from that of fully coordinated interior
atoms, nanowires subjected to external loading will undergo a unique mechanical
behaviors during the deformation process [Sohn et al. (2010)]. Furthermore, the
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stability of the physical properties of Si NWs is related to the robustness of me-
chanical properties determined by large proportional surface atoms. Thus, inves-
tigations on the mechanical behaviors of SiNWs are crucial for future engineering
applications.

Experiments have reported that Si NWs can be synthesized in different cross sec-
tion shapes, geometries and axial orientations with respect to different synthesis
methods [Shi et al. (2000); Bandaru and Pichanusakorn (2010)]. By varying tem-
peratures, the geometry of nanomaterials can be rectified artificially to obtain some
modified physical and mechanical properties [Qu et al. (2004); Qian et al. (2008)].
For ZnO nanobelts, the Young’s modulus was observed to depend strongly on the
aspect ratio of their cross sections [Lucas et al. (2007)]. It was reported that metal
nano-particles with different cross section geometries have different optical proper-
ties [Mclaren et al. (2009)]. Besides, cross-sectional shape effect plays a significant
role in determining mechanical properties of nanostructures [Cao and Ma (2008);
Sohn et al. (2010)]. The structural, electrical, optical and magnetic properties
of ZnO nanowires can be profoundly modulated by altering their cross-sectional
shapes [Qu et al. (2004); Qian et al. (2008)]. This shape effect on the mechanical
properties of nanowires has also been investigated by some molecular dynamics
simulations [Ji and Park (2006); Yang et al. (2009)]. The results demonstrated that
transverse shape and geometry affect the mechanical properties of nanowires in a
different way. However, the underlying mechanism of both effects on the mechan-
ical behavior and yield responses are limited.

In previous researches, mechanical properties of silicon nanowires have been inten-
sively studied, particularly on the wires with square or circular cross sections [Yang
et al. (2009); Sohn et al. (2010)]. Little work has been done on wires with other
cross section shapes, even though they are energetically favorable during synthesis
process. In essence, regular cross sections are composed of surfaces and edges.
Thus, effects of geometry and shape can be considered as the combined effects of
intrinsic surfaces and edges. Therefore, by studying the surface and edge effects,
we can provide a general understanding of the combined effects of cross section ge-
ometry, shape, as well as axial orientation on the mechanical behavior of Si NWs.
This can not only explain the geometry and shape effects in a generic sense, but
can provide alternative ways for engineering the mechanical properties of Si NWs
as well.

In this work, we firstly describe the simulation methodology and the fundamental
energy based mechanics used to analyze the mechanical behaviors of the SiNWs.
Then we employ molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate the effect of
cross section geometry on the elastic limits of silicon nanowires with different axial
orientations. The influence of cross section shape on the elasticity is also studied
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according to the correlation between mechanical behaviors and their cross sections.
Finally, we discuss the underlying mechanism of the mechanical behaviors by com-
paring the influential factors between geometry effect and shape effect.

2 Methodology

According to the fundamental energy based mechanics approach [Shuttleworth
(1950); Zhang et al. (2008)], the total potential energy of a nanowire can be re-
garded to be the sum of bulk energies, surface energies, and edge energies. For the
initial nanowire model, the total potential energy Ut can be expressed by

Ut =U0 +U ini
s +U ini

e , (1)

where U0 is the reference energy of the strain-free bulk counterpart, U ini
s and U ini

e
are the initial surface energy and edge energy, respectively. In this work, we first
statically relaxed the nanowires with free boundaries, which can effectively dimin-
ish the initial residual surface stress and cause an initial strain along axial orienta-
tion. After static relaxation, all wires were dynamically equilibrated with two ends
fixed in NVT and NVE ensembles, leading to a minimized total potential energy.
Thus, the total system energy can be simplified as

Ut =Ub +Uexc, (2)

where Uexc =Us+Ue is the total excess energy due to surface energy (Us) and edge
energy (Ue) of wire at equilibrium; Ub =U0+U strain

b is the total bulk energy arising
from the nonlinear elasticity [Liang et al. (2005)] within the nanowire core due to
the relaxation of excess energy, where U strain

b is the introduced equilibrium strain
energy. Particularly, if wire cross section is regular polygon, which comprises k
edges and k facets, the total excess energy per unit length Ūexc can be calculated
from

Ūs+e = k(γili +ηi), (3)

where γi is the surface energy per unit area, li is the facet length on the cross section
of the i−th facet, and ηi is the edge energy per unit length of the i−th edge.

Previous researches demonstrated that the size dependence of elastic Young’s mod-
ulus in nanowires [Diao et al. (2004); Liang et al. (2005); Zhang et al. (2008)] was
primarily due to the relaxation of the total system energy. Under a uniaxial loading,
wires are stretched by a strain increment in the NVE ensemble. The total potential
energy Ut is given by

Ut =Ub +Uexc +W (4)
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where W is the work done by the applied strain ε . The effective Young’s modulus
E can be expressed as the second derivative of the strain energy with respect to the
applied strain,

E = 1
/

V ·d2Ut
/

d2
ε (5)

where V is the instantaneous volume of wire. The volume change due to lateral
Poisson’s effect can be negligible during the first elastic deformation stage, where
W can be expressed as 1

/
2Eεε2 and the second derivative of W is a constant Eε .

Besides, bulk strain energy Ub due to surface effect can be considered as an extra
contribution to the wire core energy induced by surface excess energies Uexc. Thus,
according to equations (4) and (5), it was concluded that the elastic properties of
nanowires are determined not only by the bulk strain energy of hypothetical wire,
but also by their surface and edge energies which differ with their cross section
geometries and shapes.

To calculate bulk strain energy, both continuum method [Huang et al. (2013);
Joseph and Lu (2014)] and atomistic method can be utilized; while for surface
and edge energies calculation, atomistic simulation has the merit to descript the
surface deformation details based on their atomic coordinates. Thus, we performed
molecular dynamics simulations with a MEAM potential for Si-Si interactions to
study the uniaxial tensile deformation behaviors of Si NWs. The empirical MEAM
potential was developed by Maria and Thijsse [Timonova and Thijsse (2011)] and
successfully used to reproduce brittle or ductile fracture behaviors of Si NWs cor-
responding to different axial orientations and temperatures [Kang and Cai (2010);
Liu and Shen (2012)], which were in agreement with experimental results [Zheng
et al. (2009)]. Besides, the potential is useful for determining elastic properties of
Si NWs because of its reliable depiction of elastic constant, defect energies, cohe-
sive energy, bulk modulus, surface energy, and vacancy formation energy, which
are crucial for accurate calculation of elastic limits and incipient plastic responses
of Si NWs under loading conditions [Liu and Shen (2012)].

All Si NWs models utilized in this work were cut from bulk single crystal silicon
along a specific axial orientation. According to their axial orientations, three typical
nanowires: <100> wires, <110> wires and <111> wires were constructed with
different cross section shapes. Here, we first investigate the influence of aspect
ratio by using rectangular cross section wires where the geometry effect is eminent.
Then, the shape effect of cross section on the mechanical and fracture behaviors was
studied in nanowires with different regular polygon cross sections, i.e. octagon,
hexagon, and square. All wires had the same length of 543.1 Angstrom in the x
direction, where lattice constant for silicon is 5.431 Angstrom. All wire surfaces,
including lateral surfaces and end surfaces, are created as free surfaces.
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To consider the effect of the aspect ratio, we investigated a set of rectangular Si
NWs. All wires considered are of the same length and nearly identical cross section
area. Wire height h increases as wire width w decreases, forming different aspect
ratios h : w at about 1:1, 2:1, 3:1 and 4:1 respectively. This length bias of two
adjacent sides can cause the variation of mechanical properties. Besides, wires
with different orientations are built to consider the axial orientation effect. The
lattice orientations of each set of wires and cross section dimensions are listed in
Table 1.

Table 1: Cross-section dimensions in terms of h : w for Si NWs with different lattice
orientations, where w and h are defined in figure 1. All dimensions are in unit of
nm.

Name for each Lattice orientations Aspect ratio of cross sections (h : w)
set of wires [n-x]/[n-y][n-z] 1:1 2:1 3:1 4:1
< 100 >a [100]/[010][001] 5.43:5.43 7.60:3.80 9.78:3.26 10.86:2.72
< 100 >b [001]/[110][1̄10] 5.38:5.38 7.68:3.84 9.22:3.07 9.98:2.30
< 110 >a [1̄10]/[001][110] 5.43:5.38 7.68:3.80 9.22:3.26 10.75:2.72
< 110 >b [110]/[ 1̄10][001] 5.38:5.43 7.60:3.84 9.78:3.07 10.32:2.30
< 111 > [111]/[11̄0][112̄] 5.38:5.32 7.98:3.84 9.31:3.07 10.64:2.30

By using the conjugate gradient method, silicon nanowires were statically relaxed
to energy minimum positions with one end fixed and the other free. Initially, the
atomistic configurations in Si NWs are not in equilibrium state for they have large
proportional surfaces. To obtain an equilibrium state, surface atoms will recon-
struct to reduce the surface stresses by introducing the residual stress into wire
core, causing lateral and axial contraction in wires to get an equilibrated length.
This initial stable length of each wire is recognized as L0. Temperature was kept
at 10K during relaxation by using Nose-Hoover thermostat [Nose (1984); Hoover
(1985)] for 20ps in canonical (NVT) ensemble and by rescaling atomic velocities
for 20ps in micro-canonical (NVE) ensemble. The time step for the relaxation and
the following loading process is 1fs. After initial relaxation, all wires are subjected
to uniaxial tensile loading at the strain rate of 2×108/s. The tensile loading process
was conducted by fixing one end of the wire, and applying velocities to atoms along
the x direction that goes linearly from zero at the fixed end to a maximum value at
the free end, creating a ramp velocity profile. This ramp velocity was used to avoid
the emission of shock waves from the fixed end.

In this paper, all simulations are performed by using LAMMPS [Plimpton (1995);
LAMMPS (2013)]. The equations of motion are integrated by using velocity-Verlet
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algorithm. The axial stress and strain calculated here is global average for the
entire system of atoms. The global stress represents uniaxial stress of the whole
wire under tension, which is the average of the per-atom stress calculated using the
virial theorem [Shen and Atluri (2004)], which takes the form

σi j =
1
V

(
1
2

N

∑
α=1

N

∑
β 6=α

U ′
(

rαβ

) ∆xαβ

i ∆xαβ

j

rαβ

)
(6)

where N is the total number of atoms, rαβ is the distance between the two atoms
α and β , ∆xαβ

i = xα
i − xβ

i , U is the potential energy, and V is the volume of the
nanowire. The strain used in this work is the engineering strain which is defined as
ε= (L−L0)/L0, where L is the current wire length. The atomic structures in this
work are visualized by Atomeye [Li (2003)].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Cross section geometry effect

To investigate the cross-section geometry effect on the mechanical properties of
silicon nanowires, we considered five sets of nanowires with different axial and
surface orientations: [100]/[010][001] (<100>a), [100]/[110][-110] (<100>b),
[110]/[001][-110] (<110>a), [-110]/[110][001] (<110>b), and [111]/[1-10][11-
2] (<111>). All wires have rectangular cross sections of the similar area but
different aspect ratios ranging from 4:1, 3:1, 2:1, to 1:1 respectively, as listed in
Table 1. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the stress-strain responses of each case under
uniaxial strain from zero to 30%. It was noted that stress of each case firstly in-
creases linearly and then drops suddenly at a critical value, characterizing the onset
of yielding.

Figure 2(a) shows the stress-strain curves of <100>a wires with varying aspect
ratios. In the first deformation stage, tensile stresses of all wires increase almost
linearly with increasing strain until the yielding points, where a typical crystal-
amorphous lattice transition initiates on the {100} side surfaces, as seen in Figure
5(a). In this case, by keeping cross section area constant at about 30 nm2, larger
height corresponds with smaller width and hence larger aspect ratio (h : w). Among
all cases, square wire, with the smallest height, has the largest yield stress. It is
shown that yield stresses increase with decreasing aspect ratio. Here, we define
the slop of stress-strain curve within the initial small strain regime as the effective
Young’s modulus. As seen from Figure 4(c), the Young’s modulus of <100>a
wire increases with decreasing aspect ratio. This increasing trend of yield stress in
<100>a wire is also observed in Figure 4(b). It indicates that both yield stress and
Young’s modulus are related to the cross section geometry in <100>a wires.
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Figure 1: Atomic diagrams for rectangular (a), hexagonal (f), and octagonal (g) cross-section of <100>, 

<110>, and <111> SiNWs. The axial direction is along X. Surface normal to Y and Z directions are 

traction free. The lattice orientation along each direction is listed in Table 1. (b) - (e) present the 

different rectangular cross-sections with different aspect ratios, h:w, at 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, and 4:1, 

respectively. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1  Cross section geometry effect 

To investigate the cross-section geometry effect on the mechanical properties of silicon 

nanowires, we considered five sets of nanowires with different axial and surface orientations: 

[100]/[010][001] (<100>a), [100]/[110][-110] (<100>b), [110]/[001][-110] (<110>a), 

Figure 1: Atomic diagrams for rectangular (a), hexagonal (f), and octagonal (g)
cross-section of <100>, <110>, and <111> SiNWs. The axial direction is along
X. Surface normal to Y and Z directions are traction free. The lattice orientation
along each direction is listed in Table 1. (b) - (e) present the different rectangular
cross-sections with different aspect ratios, h : w, at 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, and 4:1, respec-
tively.
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The aspect ratio dependence of yield stress was also observed in <100>b rectangu-
lar wires, as shown in Figure 2(b). Similar to that of <100>a wires, <100>b wires
have an increasing trend of yield stress with increasing aspect ratio. However, their
stress-strain curves in the first deformation stage are overlapped, indicating that
the effective Young’s Modulus is independent of the cross-sectional aspect ratio, as
illustrated in Figure 4(c).

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2: Stress-strain curves of <100>a (a) and <100>b (b) Si NWs with varying
aspect ratios.

It was reported that the primary defect nucleation events of Si NWs vary distinc-
tively according to their axial orientations [Liu and Shen (2012)]. To study geom-
etry effect on the yield stress, the influence of axial orientation on yield response
should be considered. By using the same simulation technology, we modeled the
tensile deformation of <110>a, <110>b and <111> wires. Their stress-strain
curves are presented in Figure 3. For both <110> cases, yield stresses do not
show a clear geometry dependence like that of two <100> cases. In <111> cases,
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: Stress-strain curves of (a)<110>a, (b)<110>b and (c)<111> Si NWs
with varying aspect ratios.

stress-strain curves overlap in the initial deformation stage, indicating a constant
elastic modulus. However, there is no linear correlation between elastic limits and
their cross-section aspect ratios, as shown in Figure 3(c).

Figure 4 summarize the variations of yield strain, yield stress, and Young’s modulus
as a function of aspect ratios for Si NWs with different axial orientations. As shown
in Figure 4(a), yield strains are almost constant regardless of aspect ratios for each
axial orientation. The similar geometry independence can also be found for yield
stress and Young’s Modulus. Except <100>a case, both yield stresses and Young’s
Modulus for other kinds of wires fluctuate moderately, as can be seen in Figure 4(b)
and (c). This geometry independence of Young’s Modulus is clearly confirmed by
the variation of the normalized Young’s modulus (divided by the corresponding
Young’s modulus of square wires), as presented in Figure 4(d).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Yield stress, yield strain, Young’s modulus and normalized Young’s mod-
ulus as a function of aspect ratios for different sets of Si NWs.

From Figure 4, we note that the geometry dependence of <100>a wires is the most
evident among all cases. To study this distinctive geometry dependence, we mod-
eled a set of large <100>a wires by two-folding their transverse dimensions (with
area of about 120 nm2). The stress-strain curves of large <100>a wires are shown
in Figure 2(c). The curves are totally overlapped regardless of cross-section aspect
ratios, even after the yielding. It illustrates that geometry effect of <100>a wires is
negligible when the cross section length is larger than 10nm. With increasing trans-
verse size, the surface-to-volume ratio decreases readily. Thus, the surface energy
difference due to the change of cross section geometry can be neglected compared
with the dominant bulk energy.

Figure 5 presents the snapshots of incipient yielding responses for wires with dif-
ferent axial orientations. Typical inelastic yielding responses of <100>a, <100>b,
<110>b and <111> wires are illustrated in Figure 5(a) - 5(d), respectively. After
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among all cases. To study this distinctive geometry dependence, we modeled a set of large 
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Figure 5: The incipient yield responses for different wires: (a) <100>a; (b) <100>b; (c) <110>b, and (d) 

<111>. Atoms in (a), (b), and (d) are colored by coordinate number with red, gray, green and 

burlywood for 5, 4, 3 and 2, respectively. Atoms in (c) are colored by the value of local shear strain  

(over 0.1) to highlight shear bands[Shimizu et al. (2007)].   

Figure 5 presents the snapshots of incipient yielding responses for wires with different axial 

orientations. Typical inelastic yielding responses of <100>a, <100>b, <110>b and <111> 

wires are illustrated in Figure 5(a) - 5(d), respectively. After the elastic limits, <110>b wires 

yield with partial dislocations nucleating from the lateral {110} surfaces, leaving multiple 

evident shear bands; <111> wires break with brittle cracking from lateral surfaces; while both 

<100> wires yield with crystal-to-amorphous (c-a) transition. These yielding responses do not 

change with varying aspect ratios. 

Particularly, <100>a wires prefer to yield from the {100} surfaces (Figure 5(a)); while 

<100>b wires tend to yield from the wire edges (Figure 5(b)). These preferential yielding sites 

Figure 5: The incipient yield responses for different wires: (a) <100>a; (b)
<100>b; (c) <110>b, and (d) <111>. Atoms in (a), (b), and (d) are colored
by coordinate number with red, gray, green and burlywood for 5, 4, 3 and 2, re-
spectively. Atoms in (c) are colored by the value of local shear strain (over 0.1) to
highlight shear bands [Shimizu et al. (2007)].

the elastic limits, <110>b wires yield with partial dislocations nucleating from the
lateral {110} surfaces, leaving multiple evident shear bands; <111> wires break
with brittle cracking from lateral surfaces; while both <100> wires yield with
crystal-to-amorphous (c-a) transition. These yielding responses do not change with
varying aspect ratios.

Particularly, <100>a wires prefer to yield from the {100} surfaces (Figure 5(a));
while <100>b wires tend to yield from the wire edges (Figure 5(b)). These prefer-
ential yielding sites are consistent with previous predictions by Zhu et al. [Zhu et al.
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(2008)] and Isumi et al. [Izumi and Yip (2008)] based on activation energy theory.
By correlating the nucleation sites with their local energetic states, we note that for
<100>a wires, yielding events occur at high energetic {100} surfaces; while for
<100>b wires, edges become more preferential than {110} surfaces to initiate c-a
transition.

Table 2: The specific excess energy and yielding response of each case of SiNWs
with different axial orientations. Here, ρ is the perimeter of the cross section;
γ{100}, γ{110}, and γ{110} are the specific surface energies of {100}, {110}, and
{112} facets respectively; η{100}⊥{100}, η{110}⊥{110}, η{110}⊥{100}, and η{110}⊥{112}
are the specific edge energies between two adjacent perpendicular lateral facets;
l{100}, l{110}, and l{112} are the lateral lengths of {100}, {110}, and {112} surfaces
respectively.

SiNWs Specific excess energy Yielding response
< 100 >a γ{100} ·ρ +4η{100}⊥{100} Crystal - amorphous
< 100 >b γ{110} ·ρ +4η{110}⊥{110} Crystal - amorphous

< 110 >a, <110>b γ{100} ·2l{100}+ γ{110} ·2l{110}+4η{110}⊥{100} Dislocation nucleation
< 111 > γ{110} ·2l{110}+ γ{112} ·2l{112}+4η{110}⊥{112} Cracking

The geometry effect can also be explained to the excess energy based on equation
(3). The excess energy per unit length for five sets of wires is listed in Table 2. From
table 2, we notice that there are three factors that determine the specific excess
energy of SiNWs. The first factor is the cross-section perimeter. With the same
cross-section area, wires with larger aspect ratios will have longer perimeters and
hence higher surface energy. Some researcher also reported that size dependent
Young’s modulus was more likely to depend on cross-sectional perimeter than wire
diameter [Justo et al. (2007)]. The second factor is the specific surface energy. For
example, unrelaxed surface energy of {100} facet is higher than that of {110} facet
[Stekolnikov and Bechstedt (2005); Kang and Cai (2010)], thus <100>a wires
have higher surface energy than <100>b wires. Furthermore, <100>a wires, with
larger excess energy, show a more significant size dependence of Young’s modulus.
The third factor is the specific edge energy. Although we simplified all the edges
in this work as straight intersections of two dividing flat facets, there are still some
ambiguities in the definition of edge energies [Hamilton (2006)], like edge length,
facet area, and precise position of dividing facets. In this work, we only focus on
the qualitative contribution of edge energies to the total excess energies, which will
be further discussed in the next section.

For rectangular wires, edge energies do not change with varying aspect ratios. The
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variation of excess energy only results from the variation of surface energy, which
has been proved to have limited influence on the elastic limits. First, the perimeter
increment due to increasing aspect ratios is very small compared with the value of
perimeter. Second, surface energy increases only when the longer sides of rectan-
gular are of the higher energy facets. Therefore, for <100> wires, the variation
of excess energy due to geometry effect is very limited and is only remarkable in
small size. While for <110> and <111> wires, where the yielding events are de-
termined by their axial orientation, the surface energy gap due to geometry effect
is not sufficient to affect the elastic limits.

3.2 Cross section shape effect

Figure 6 shows the stress-strain responses of wires with three regular cross-section
shapes: square, hexagon, and octagon. To consider the influence of axial orienta-
tion, we build five sets of cuboid boxes with different axial and surface orientations,
as listed in Table 1. All wires considered here have the same length and transverse
area. Figure 6 shows the stress-strain responses of each case for different regular
shapes. Under the same loading, axial stress of each wire increases linearly until
a critical yielding point, characterizing the initiation of inelastic event. For each
axial orientation, yield stresses decrease in the same sequence: square wire has the
largest yield stress; octagon wire has the moderate one; and hexagon wire has the
smallest one.

Figure 7(a) shows yield stresses of wires with different axial orientations as a func-
tion of cross-section shape. For a certain axial orientation, yield stresses of each
case show the same decreasing sequence with respect to their cross section shapes:
square, octagon, and hexagon. The similar decreasing sequence is also observed
for the Young’s Modulus of each case, as shown in Figure 7(b). Comparing the re-
sults of <100>a and <100>b wires with a specific shape, we note that yield stress
and Young’s Modulus do not change significantly with varying lateral surfaces.
Besides, previous results have suggested that geometry effect is not remarkable
for <110> and <111> wires. Thus, we can conclude that surface effect is not a
critical role for determining the shape dependence of elastic limits.

To understand the cross-section shape effect, we need to analyze the following in-
fluential factors: cross-sectional perimeter, specific surface energy, specific edge
energy, and the individual contribution of either surface energy or edge energy.
Among these factors, cross section perimeter and specific surface energy are pri-
mary constitutes of surface energies. For wires with different shapes, edge energy
changes significantly with varying cross section shapes. However, the precise cal-
culation of edge energy seems difficult due to the ambiguity in the definition of
edge configuration and the quantitative calculation of edge energy. First, edge en-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 6: Stress-strain curves of (a)<100>a, (b)<100>b, (c)<110>a, (d)<110>b
and (e)<111> Si NWs with varying shapes.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Yield stress and Young’s Modulus as a function of cross-section shape
for different sets of Si NWs.

ergy is closely related to the precise definition of edge length and facet areas that
are determined by the edge atomic configurations [Hamilton (2006)]. Second, reg-
ular polygons with different number of sides have different inner angles. Third,
edge atomic configuration and their adjacent facets may vary arbitrarily as lateral
surfaces rotate around the axial orientation.

Nevertheless, by analyzing the mechanical behavior difference induced by geome-
try and shape effects, we can investigate the underlying mechanism based on fun-
damental energy theory. From energy view, the excess energy for rectangular wires
with different aspect ratios is only determined by surface energy, while the excess
energy for wires with different shapes is determined by both surface energy and
edge energy. Edge energy is the only excess energy difference between the two
effects. Considering the distinctive roles of the two effects, we can conclude that
the edge energy is a crucial factor to determine the elasticity and subsequent yield-
ing responses of SiNWs, which is consistent with our previous works [Liu et al.
(2015)]. Additionally, the decrease in yield stress of <100>a due to shape effect
(4.1 GPa) is in the same level with the average gap due to axial orientation effect
(i.e. yield stress gap between <100> and <111> wires is around 4.8 GPa). This
indicates that shape dependence of elastic limits induced by edge effect can be con-
sidered as a comparable effect as that of axial orientation in SiNWs with diameter
at a few nanometers.
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4 Conclusions

In this work, atomistic simulations have been performed to investigate the geom-
etry effect and shape effect on the elastic limits of silicon nanowires subjected to
uniaxial tensile loading. For <100> wires with diameter less than 10 nm, the yield
stress and the Young’s Modulus are remarkably dependent of their cross section
aspect ratios. While for wires with <110> and <111> wires, no clear geometry
dependence of elasticity is observed. It indicates that the geometry effect is eas-
ily affected by yielding responses determined by axial orientations. However, for
wires with various regular cross sections, both yield stress and Young’s Modulus
show the significant shape dependence regardless of their axial orientations.

Based on fundamental energy-based mechanics, we derive that the excess energy,
including surface and edge energy, dominates the elasticity of silicon nanowires.
For wires with the nearly small size, geometry effect arises from surface energy
while shape effect originates from both surface energy and edge energy. Thus,
the comparison between weak geometry effect and strong shape effect strongly
suggests that the contribution of edge energy variation is crucial factor to determine
the elastic limits of SiNWs. This could not only provide some insights into the
effect of surface structure on the mechanical properties of silicon nanowires, but
may be utilized in future engineering application as well.
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